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A New Legacy
Built On A Firm
Foundation
by Managing Editor Stevie Ipsen

I

n the late 1800s, German immigrant Louis
Kunde made his way to the United States with
the goal of purchasing farmland in California
and eventually growing varietal wine grapes to
make his own wine.
At that time, there was no shortage of immigrants looking
to make their dreams come true in the warm California sun,
but with some strong perseverance and the purchase of the
Wildwood Vineyards ranch in 1904, Louis began a family
legacy that would still be growing strong six generations later.
Since that time, the wine business has been paramount to
the Kunde family culture. What Louis Kunde perhaps could
not have foreseen was the successive passion that his posterity
would find in the cattle business.
According to Kunde’s great granddaughter Marcia
(Kunde) Mickelson, Kenwood, since the original estate
purchase in 1904, the family ranch has always grown premium
grapes, but the property has also been home to a dairy, a pig
farm and a registered Hereford operation.
Mickelson’s parents Bob and Leslie Kunde started Kunde
Herefords in the early 1950s. With an annual production sale
in the heart of wine country, the registered herd became well
known throughout the United States.
Fast forward to the 1990s when Marcia and her husband
Jim Mickelson started their own family, and Marcia said
Kunde Herefords had turned into more of a hobby for her
parents.
Jim was also raised in the rural agriculture community
of Sonoma County and having met Marcia while she was
showing cattle at the Sonoma-Marin Fair, it seems only fitting
that the pair raise their own family in the cattle business.
“Our children, Bobby and Jamie, had an active 4-H
program going,” Marcia said. “Jim and I approached my dad
and mom to purchase their herd. The cattle were then all
combined into one herd.”
The Start of Sonoma Mountain Herefords
Marcia said both Bobby and Jamie developed their
passions for raising cattle when they were young, but that each
had passions in different areas that complement the family
operation today. Similarly, having their grandparents’ examples
in their young lives taught Bobby and Jamie valuable lessons

and provided experiences they will never forget.
“Bobby enjoys handling the production side of things and
Jamie still loves the showring and the marketing side of what
we do,” Marcia said. “Together they make a great team where
each has their own ‘sandbox’ to work in and be responsible
for. It is a pretty unique situation and a great opportunity to
see where they can take the herd with their added enthusiasm.”
Initially, Marcia said the cattle operation required a parttime employee and then later, while the kids were away at
college, the operation developed a need for full-time help.
With the herd growing rapidly, Bobby’s impending college
graduation from California State University, Chico, in 2012
was perfect timing for him to return to work as the herdsman
for Sonoma Mountain Herefords.
Jamie, who has a love of the showring and the cattle
marketing side of the business, pursued and achieved both
bachelor’s and master’s degrees in Agricultural Business at
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo.
She has also returned to the family businesses in addition to
starting her own company, Sonoma Mountain Beef Company.
“I knew degrees in Agribusiness would give me the right
resources and education so I could learn both areas at the
same time. My biggest influence in this decision is from my
experience growing up in the winery and cattle industry,”
Jamie said. “My education and experience at Cal Poly gave me
the push to start my own business.”
Today, with both children home and playing integral roles
on the ranch, Sonoma Mountain Herefords is a registered
seedstock operation and currently runs about 200 head of
registered mother cows, the offspring of which is marketed
primarily through the family’s joint annual production The
operation also runs a herd of recipient cows for their embryo
transfer program. The bull sale is held each fall with Lambert
Ranch, Oroville. The family also markets bulls through the
Red Bluff Bull Sale.
Sonoma Mountain Hereford heifers are offered private
treaty and steers are sold to Jamie’s branded beef program.
“We continue to show heifers and bulls at our county and
state fair as well as the Western Nugget Regional Hereford
Show,” Jim said. “We do it mostly to stay in touch with other
breeders on the West Coast and to display our cattle and our
breeding program.”

“It has become an ideal situation where Bobby now
critical time for learning language, Bobby was diagnosed with a
manages the breeding herd and is our ranch herdsman and
severe-to-profound hearing loss in both ears. Marcia said Jamie
Jamie manages the show animals,” he said.
had just been born, so they immediately had her tested and
With breeding genetics being a primary function of
received the same diagnosis.
Sonoma Mountain Herefords, Jim said bulls that are going
While devastated by the news at the time, Marcia said she
to stay in the program are selected at weaning time and are
and Jim took proactive steps to ensure their children didn’t lose
reevaluated via ultrasound at one year of age.
any more time in developing language skills.
“Cattle that don’t meet our set standards are steered or
“Jim and I instantly took sign language classes and helped
sold at auction,” Jim said. “From the time our
the two of them adjust to wearing hearing aids,” Marcia
bulls are weaned, they are run in the hills at
said. “It was a huge transition at first but both began
the ranch in Kenwood that are too steep
to immediately pick up sign language, and for the
to plant vineyards on. The pastures are
first time Bobby was able to communicate with
perfect for developing our bulls that
us without getting so frustrated.”
could eventually be turned out in harsh
After getting a handle on their new
conditions upon sale.”
situation, Marcia said she and Jim were
Bobby said making sure Sonoma
grateful of having two healthy children,
Mountain Herefords is producing
and that they weren’t going to allow
the right kind of bulls to meet
their hearing loss to curtail their happy
cattlemen’s needs is essential to the
childhoods and their bright futures.
operation’s success.
“We never allowed their impairment
“We value our buyers’ input and
to hold them back. Our philosophy was
I really like to go out and visit our
that this is a hearing world and if they
buyers each year to see what their
wanted to be a part of it, we were going to
calf crops look like and that the bulls
help them find a way to communicate with
are holding up for them,” Bobby said.
hearing people,” Marcia said. “It does help
“Our buyers really like the fact that our
that they are both inquisitive and never afraid
bulls are not pampered and are raised in
–Jamie Mickelson to talk to people.”
the hills and not in a feedlot situation.”
“I think right from the start we treated them
Bobby said their bulls are known to hold
as if they had no hearing loss,” Jim explained. “We
up well in diverse country when they leave
supported the activities that they wanted to do.”
Kenwood and are put out to work and cover cows.
Jamie
admits her hearing loss hasn’t always been a walk
“Our buyers are becoming more and more interested in
in
the
park,
but says she has always been able to find a way to
a good set of EPDs, with birth weight and carcass being key
make
her
situation
work in a hearing world.
numbers that they look at,” Bobby said. “They also like red
“Since
starting
my business, it is extremely challenging
pigment on the eyes and like to make sure the dams they are
because sometimes people want to communicate through cell
out of have good udders for producing sound replacement
phone and that just doesn’t work well for me because of my
females.”
hearing loss. It is frustrating because I want to communicate
Unforeseen Challenges
through e-mail or text message but for them it is much easier
to talk on the cell phone,” Jamie explained. “My mom has
Upon first glance, someone might only notice that the
Mickelson and Kunde families are full of success stories. With been a big help talking on the phone where needed and it
is really helpful because she knows what I want and what I
all of their academic and extracurricular accomplishments,
am looking for. I am fortunate that in this day and age most
someone may never guess the uphill battles that Bobby and
people are more than willing to communicate through text
Jamie faced as they were growing up.
message or e-mail.”
“Bobby was just a little guy, and we knew something
Bobby said while he doesn’t experience the same degree
wasn’t right,” Marcia explained. “However the specialists
of difficulty in communicating on the phone, communication
continued to tell us that he could hear just fine. They
diagnosed him with a condition known as Apraxia, meaning he with other producers can also be a challenge for him from
might never be able to talk.”
time to time and really depends on whether a person has a soft
Finally, when he was two years old, after having lost
or hard tone to their voice.

“If you are in a
rough position and
want to quit, remind
yourself why you and
your family chose
this lifestyle and it
seems things always
work themselves
out.”

Aside from the unique challenges the Mickelsons faced while raising
Jamie and Bobby, there are also other parenting strategies – separate
from the concept of hearing – they implemented in order to help Jamie
and Bobby become successful adults. At a young age, Jim says he and
Marcia allowed their children to manage their own bank accounts, which
they earned their money from their market animals and used that money
to start their breeding programs.
“From a young age, they were both drawn to livestock and shared
the same passion for cattle that we have,” Jim said. “I think the
important thing we have done is to allow them to select animals that they
felt met their individual goals rather than tell them what they should or
shouldn’t do.”
“Did they always make the right choice – no – but they learned from
some of the choices they made. Some might say that is an expensive
learning curve but it was a lasting lesson that taught them to be
financially successful based upon their decisions.” Jim said.
Combining Old with New
Marcia said the pride her parents had for all their grandchildren
would be increased ten-fold by their involvement in the family’s
agriculture businesses. Their pride would only increase as Bobby and his
wife Heidi have welcomed their son Weston as the sixth generation to
live and work on the ranch.
Bob and Leslie Kunde, who have both passed away, would also
likely be pleased that their high standards have continued on the cattle
operation. Jim said the Kunde Hereford philosophies of raising and
marketing only the best quality cattle is something that has always
remained. That, and standing behind what they sell. The family says
they aim to raise cattle that meet the commercial cowman’s needs for
replacement females and bulls.
It is those standards of excellence that helped Sonoma Mountain
Herefords receive the 2007 Seedstock Producer of the Year Award from
the California Beef Cattle Improvement Association and three Red Bluff
Grand Champion Hereford Halter Bulls.
While the continuation of the family Hereford business might
have meant a great deal to their grandparents, Bobby and Jamie say it is
something that also influences them.
“My family heritage means a great deal to me. It would make my
papa Bob Kunde proud that we are continuing his family operation. For
my papa, it was all about the family and working together to bring out
the best in this operation,” Jamie said.
What she loves about Herefords are the same traits her grandpa
valued in them: calm demeanor, easy to work with, good personalities,
good carcass quality and perhaps above all, their mothering ability.
Bobby says those traits in addition to hardiness, and the ability to
cross well with other breeds, are things he values about his family’s
choice of breeds.
“Learning how to help run a purebred operation on the land that
my grandfather ran cattle on is my favorite part of growing up in this
lifestyle,” Bobby said. “It gives me a great sense of pride that I am now
the herdsman for Sonoma Mountain Herefords and get to raise my
family the same way I was raised.”
“I truly hope that my son Weston, who is now 10 months old,
will grow up and want to be a part of it and keep the family traditions
going,” Bobby said.
Bobby’s wife, Heidi also comes from an agriculture background and
embraces the values Jamie and Bobby were raised with.
As a high school agriculture education teacher, Heidi says she is
grateful for the opportunity to have deep agricultural roots on both sides
of Weston’s family tree.
Jamie’s business Sonoma Mountain Beef Company, which launched
in September 2015, sells grass-fed and grain-finished Herefordinfluenced beef, purebred and baldies, direct to local high-end grocery

stores in the Sonoma Valley. Jamie says she hopes to start
selling direct to consumers as well.
“People in our area love the idea of supporting local
agriculture. It is a huge trend in our area,” Jamie said.
Jamie says that having her own business has been
rewarding but that the rewards have come with a lot of hard
work and time-consuming challenges.
“No matter what business you are in, there will be some
bumps in the road, and it won’t always be smooth. Every time
when there is an issue that pops up or things get frustrating,
my father reminds me, ‘welcome to business owner life’,”
Jamie says.
“Any parent is happy to see their children be successful.
We’re fortunate that they share the same passion for livestock
that we do,” Jim said. “We could have forced them to be
involved in one of the other operations but we felt it was
important to support what they wanted to do rather than point
them in a direction we wanted them to go. They made their
own career path choices and we supported them along the
way.”
Like many California beef producers and agriculturists
know well, diversification is important in every business plan
today, no matter how big or small. For the Mickelson and
Kunde families the business opportunities based on wine and
cattle production are plentiful.
Jim says from vineyard and ranch tours, dog hikes and
eco tours, to mountain top tastings on the ranch and multiple
wedding and corporate event sites, business diversification has
benefitted the operation immensely.
“For us, what better combination can you ask for
than beef, wine and family?” Jim asks rhetorically. “This
combination has allowed us to offer a variety of venues for
the public. Through all of this we continue to promote family,
proper stewardship of the land and care for the livestock. This
not only benefits us economically, but it also helps to educate a
large sector of the public that perceive farmers and ranchers as
uncaring about the environment.”
“We have winter and summer pastureland to take the
pressure off of the ranch in regards to grazing cattle,” Marcia
explained. “As a vineyard and winery operation, we do try
to find the right balance of open land-to-vineyards on the
property, with 40 percent of the ranch currently planted to

wine grapes.”
“The winery has become a strong dynamic here and the
cattle have become a big part of our draw to the consumer
base. Now that Jamie’s Sonoma Mountain Beef Company is
taking off, the cattle will only continue to be a big part of our
cross marketing opportunities.”
In addition to promoting their own agricultural business
operations Jim and Marcia say they recognize the importance
of giving back to the community that has been instrumental
in their family’s success. From national boards to local
philanthropic involvement, the Mickelsons are known for their
willingness to help where they see a need.
Jim has served on the Sonoma-Marin Fair Board for nearly
two decades and Marcia serves on the Sonoma County Fair
Board. Jim is currently on the American Hereford Association
Board of Directors and Marcia serves on the board for the
Hereford Youth Foundation of America working to generate
scholarship and national junior show dollars for young people
in the livestock industry.
But something that she says has grown increasingly close
to her heart is the local Hanna Boys Center, a residential,
accredited high school education program for at risk youth
where students are exposed to agriculture. The center is in
the process of receiving its FFA chapter charter.
“Being blessed to live this life day-in and day-out, we
work to help others not only understand what we do but
why we love it,” Marcia said. “We’d be remiss if we didn’t
give back to something that has given us so much.”
Though the Mickelson family has the best of all worlds
when it comes to the whole family working on the ranch, it
doesn’t mean working together is always easy.
“Let me tell you, there were a lot of nights spent at the
dinner table with heated debates over what bulls to use and
AI the cows to,” Marcia said.
Jamie agrees working with the family can be challenging
at times and that patience is essential.
“It always works out fine if you are willing to work
through things as a family rather than working things out by
yourself,” she said. “If you are in a rough position and want
to quit, remind yourself why you and your family chose this
lifestyle and it seems things always work themselves out.”

